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On the Effectiveness of the Forecasting for the Rolling Motion 

of a Small Fishing Vessel Using a Neural Network Model 

Nobuo KIMURA *1， Kiyoshi AMAGAI*l 

Takumi KODAMA *2 and Tsukasa HOKIMOTO*l 

Abstract 

On considering the safety of the small fishing vessels in the rough sea. it is important to estimat巴 accurately

the structure of the dynamic rolling response of the small fishing vessels. sinc巴 theseakeeping qualities are 

g巴n巴rallyworse than those of big ships and strong nonlinear responses fr巴qu巴ntly巴xhibiton the rolling motions. 

There are difficulties to forecast appropriately the rolling motion by using the differential equation. which is 

based on the physical mode1. becaus巴 oflarg巴 changingthe ship condition during the fishing operation 

From this point of view. th巴 authorstook notice of a methodology for applying a Neural Network mod巴1and 

carried out. As the result. tlie effectiveness was suggested on the forecasting by the Neural Network mod巴1to 

the structure of the rolling response of small fishing vessels. 

1. Introduction 

There are great needs of an accurate estimation of the 

rolling respons巴 characteristicsfor judging the safety of 

small fishing vessels on the sea. As various methods for the 

estimation. differential equations based on the tank tests. 

th巴oreticalestimation methods like an Ordinary Strip Meth-

od (OSM) or numerical for巴castingmethods like an auto-

regr巴SSlV巴 (AR)model have b巴巴nusedl-2l. Howev巴r.when 

W巴 usethese methods. improper occasions will sometimes 

occur. since ship condition of the small fishing vessels must 

change on the fishing operation in the short time and also 

there is generally strong nonlinialities in the rolling re 

sponse to the wave. It has b巴enreported that the dynamic 

response of the rolling motion of small fishing vessels fre-

quently shows nonlinearities because of th巴 characteristic

shapes of the ship bodies; for example. the above fishing 
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vessels generally have a squarish ship form. a hard chain. 

an overhanging deck. a wide breadth compared with the 

length and so on3l. 

In this paper. we are interested in the application of the 

Neural Netwoγk model to explain the dynamic structure of 

the rolling response of the small fishing vess巴ls.The Neural 

Network model is originally imitated to the transmission 

process of the cranial nerve and has been developed in the 

fi巴ldsuch as artificial intelligence. In resp巴ctto applying 

the Neural Network model to the ship motions and their 

controls. the effectiveness has be巴npointed out4
-
6l. How 

ever. except for our study7l. th巴reare few research reports 

about the application of this mod巴1to explain the dynamic 

respons巴 onthe ship motions of the small fishing v巴ss巴ls

described above. 

As to the typical case exhibiting the characteristic rolling 

response. we paid special interest to 7.9 gross tonnage (GT) 

fishing vess巴lsfor the scallop hanging culture. They have 

popularly been used in the coastal area of Funka-bay. 

Japan and have a typical ship form of small fishing vessels. 

It was r巴portedthat their rolling motions would express th巴

strong nonlinear responses to the wave motions剖.

So. in this paper. we take account of the influence of th巴

swaying or yawing motions to the rolling response. which 

interact significantly one another. and then consider a 

structural model using the Neural Network model to obtain 

the prop巴rresponse model. 
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2. Experiment 

A model ship of a 7.9 GT fishing vessel， reduced in scale 

by 1/11. was used in the experiment. Th巴principalpartic-

ulars of the ship and its body plan are shown in Table 1 

and Fig.l， respectively. In Fig.l， it is evident that the 

ship form has the above-mentioned characteristics about the 

small fishing vessels. Fig. 2 shows th巴 rightingarm curv巴5

in still wat巴r.Based on th巴 actualcondition while the ship 

is on th巴 fishingoperation， the following 2 typ巴swere cho-

sen as the loading conditions of the model ; no loading and 

2 ton' s loading occurred by the fishing operation. As shown 

in the figure， the ship generally have strong static stability 

GZ till the top of the bulwark will sink under sea level with 

big transverse metac巴ntricheight GM (Table 1). 

In the state with all free in six d巴greesof fre巴dom，the 

model experiments of forced rolling motion in regular beam 

sea were carried out in the experimental towing tank of 

Faculty 01 Fisheries， Hokkaido University. The dimension 

of th巴 towingtank are， length: 50.0m， width: 3.5m， and 

depth of water : l.2m， respectively. Considering the actual 

condition of the fishing operation， the speed of the model 

was set zero. The experiments were carried out under th巴

10 kinds of wave conditions that wave periods were in the 

range from 0.80 sec. to 2.17 sec. (from 2.65 sec. to 7.20 

sec. in full scale). 

Table 1 Principal dimensions and conditions. 

ITEM 
LOADING CONDITIONS 

LIGHT 2ton 

Lpp (m) 14.14 

B (m) 3.63 

D (m) 1. 25 

GT (ton) 7.9 

Disp. (ton) 13.54 15.54 

dm (m) 0.39 0.43 

TRIM (m) 0.46 0.42 

GM (m) 2.40 2.06 

KG (m) 0.95 0.98 

E互G (m) 1. 41 1. 31 

( 

E 
) 

p、』

C:.!J 

7.9 GT FISHING VESSEL 

-: L1GHT CONDITION 

-ー目 210n LOADING 

......- I戸¥¥¥shippingof water 
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l、、¥overthe bulwark top 
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ANGLE (deg) 

Fig. 2 Stability curve of a 7.9 GT fishing vessel. 

The measured variables were th巴 followings;the water 

surface elevation W(I)(m)， the rolling angle R(t)(deg.)， the 

acceleration in transverse dir巴ctionA cc-y (t)(m/sec2)， the 

acceleration in v巴rticaldirection Acc・z(t)(m/s巴c2)and the 

azimuth for the forwarding direction of wave Az(t)(deg.)， 

respectively， where t is a time parameter. Here， R(t)， Accヴ

(1)， Acc.z (1) and Az (t) were measured by the motion meas 

uring apparatuses equipped on the model ship. For the 

measurement of W (t)， we used a wave capacitance sensor 

set on the tank near the stem of the model. An example of 

time seri巴sdata of W(t)， R(t)， Acc-y(t)， Acc.z(t) and Az(t)， 

with tim巴 intervalof 0.02 sec.， was shown in Fig.3. In 

making the time interval. the sufficiently short interval was 

proper in order to express the rolling motion having a short 

natural p巴riod.The number of data of each series is 3500， 

which corresponds to 70 sec .. 

3. Neural Network Model 

In this section， we consider a Neural Netwoγk model for 

forecasting the rolling motion. In the followings， suppose 

that we have time series data {R(t); t = 1....， N}. where N 

is the sample size， and have to forecast future time series 

BULWARK TOP lINE 

2.0W.L. 

1.0W.L 

B.L. 

b A.P. 1.0B.L F.P 

屯

Fig.l Body lines of a 7.9 GT fishing vessel. 
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Fig. 3 A record of the experiments 

{R(N+J); 1=1..... Ll. wher巴 Lis the maximum value of input layer was transmitted to the output lay巴rby way of 

forecasting period. the hidden layer. A Neuγal Netwoγk model to explain the 

In this paper. a single hidden layer feedforward Neuγal rolling motion R(t) can b巴writtenby 

Netwoγk model was used to the data measured by the model 

experiment described in the previous section. Fig. 4 shows 

Mhidden 

R(t)= 里lW13K1f(YJJ(t)) )
 

1
よ(
 

• • • • • 
・

a block diagram of the Neural Netwoγk model. The model where 

was constructed with 3 layers; the input layer 1. the hidden 

layer ] and the output layer K. The information from th巴

MinpuI 

YJJ(t)=21WI111Xlt(t) -・・・(2)
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Fig. 4 A Neural Network model. 

Minput and Mhidden ar巴 numberof the input and unit number 

of the hidden layer， respectively. Wl;]j(i = 1，...， Minput， j 

= 1，.… Mhidd叩)are the synaptic weights betw巴enthe 

input layers li and the hidden layers Jj， W J;K， (j = 1，...， 

Mhidden) are the weights between }j and the output layer 

Kl' Xli(t)(i = 1，...， Minput) are input variables. Here， we 

fixed as Minput = 4， and then defined each input variables as 

X lJt)= W(t)， X l，(t) = Acc.y(t)， X13(t)= Acc.z(t) and Xl，(t) 

= Az(t). Also， the function f( ) is the activate function 

which characterizes th巴 nonlinearityof the relationship 

between the input and the output. The output of YJj (t)， 

f(YJj(t))， is defined by 

川 (1ト日缶百)
)
 

内
ペ

υ(
 

• • • • • 
・

+ (l-s)Yj/t)， α>0. O~ß三l

where s is a constant indicating the ratio of composition 

betw巴巴na linear function and a nonlinear function (a sig-

moid function). Not巴 thatf(Yjj(t)) is a linear function for 

β= 0 and a sigmoid function for s= 1.0.αis a constant 

expressing the inclination on the sigmoid function. 

To estimate the unknown parameters α仇. s. {Wゲlij山川lん川;land 

{WゲJ;バKιυJ上， and tωod巴et巴町rm町m凶lin問ethe number of Mh凶u吋idd由叩n払， wecho∞os巴
α陀. s. {Wゲ的，vli川j
squares on for巴castingerrors of the ro11ing motion ERR 

(deg2η)， which is defined by 

L 

ERRN= I:，(R(N+O-R(N+O)2 ……(4) 
l~l 

where R(N+O(Z=l，...， L) is the measured value of the 

ro11ing motion and 長(N+O(Z=l，...， L) is the forecast巴d

value by the NeuγalNelωork model. To obtain the estimates 

of the above parameters numerica11y， we us巴dthe back 

propagation method. 

4. Results of Numerical Forecasting 

Fig. 5 shows ERR in combination with αand s using 

the data shown in Fig. 3. with Mhidden = 1. Based on th巴

600 samples for the 1巴arning，that were regarded as stable 

regular waves after the transient state and included 5 am-

plitudes at least， the forecasting was done up to 1，000 st巴ps

ahead (up to 20 sec. ah巴ad).Sam巴forecastingsw巴recarried 

out for a11 data measured on the tank test. As the result， it 

was found out that the value of s was available for forecast-

ing mostly in th巴 range[0.7， 1.0]. It suggests that the ro11-

ing response of this sma11 fishing v巴:ss巴1shows the strong 

nonlinearity. Also， it was obvious that the accuracy of th巴

forecasting would not be influenced even if the valu巴 of

s would fix to 1.0. So， it was treated that th巴activatefunc 

tion was a sigmoid function. Furthermore， it became clear 

that ERR gen巴ra11ytakes sma11 values on th巴conditionthat 

a is less than 3.0 and Mhidden is less than 3， with s= l. O. 

Next， several examples of forecasted ro11ing motions are 

pr巴sentedin comparison with exp巴rimentalresults. Fig.6 

shows th巴 relationshipamong ERR.αand Mhidden under s 

= 1.0. As to th巴巴xp巴rimentalcondition. the mean period 

of the wave Tw is 1.77 sec. and it is almost twice as long 

as the natural period of the ro11ing motion of the ship body 

Ts = 0.88 sec.. Fig. 7 is a simultaneous plot of forecasted 

and巴xperimentalseries. The solid and broken lines show 

the amount of the experiments and the forecastings. respec-

tively. In this case. the optimum parameters of the activate 

function were α=0.3.β= 1.0 and Mhidd叩 =1. respec-

。z
t 
U.J 

β 

0.1 0.6 1.1 1.6 2.1 2.6 3.1 3.6 4.1 4.6 5.1 5.6 

α 

Fig.5 ERR in combination with a and βunder 

Mhidden=l. 

"" "" 込2

α 

Fig.6 ERR in combination with a and Mhidden 
under β=1.0. 
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Fig.8 ERR in combination with a and Mhidden 
under β=1. 

tively. Fairly good agreement between the experimental 

and th巴forecastedvalu巴sis shown in this figure_ 

Fig. 8 is showing an example that the rolling motion was 

slightly swelled. On the experimental condition. Tw is 0_96 

sec. and little longer than Ts = 0_88 s巴c__Here. th巴 optimum
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2.9， s=1.0 and Mhidden=3，ー;Experiment， 
. ; Estimation. 
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Fig.lO A forecasting of the rolling motion， a = 
2.6， s=1.0 and Mhidd四 =6，一;Experiment， 
・・ ; Estimation. 

parameters of the activate function were a = 2. 9，β= 1.0 moid function. because s is close to 1.0. Mhidden is gen-

and Mhidd叩=3. respectively. The performance of forecast- erally simple because of being in the rang巴between1 to 

ing is shown in Fig.9. In this case. the model could also 3. 

巴stimatethe rolling motions accurately. (2) By using W(t). Acc-y(t). Acc-z(t) and Az(t) as input var 

In respect to Mhidden. ERR takes small values on the iables. the model could forecast the rolling motion includ 

condition that Mhidden is le岱 than3 in most cases. Howev巴r. ing the effect of drift and yawing motion in addition to 

ther巴 ar巴 afew exceptional cases. Fig. 10 is showing a the nonlinearity of the response by itself with sufficient 

typical on巴.In regard to the exp巴rimentalcondition. Tw is accuracy. 

0.80 s巴c.and it is little shorter than Ts. The optimum paー (3) On modeling the rolling response of the small fishing 

rameters of the activat巴 functionwere a = 2.6， s = 1.0 v巴ssels.which exhibits strong nonlin巴arity.the effective-

and Mhidden= 6. respectively. Although. the rolling motion ness of applying the Neuγal Network model has been 

was large swelled. it looks that the forecasting keeps suffi- shown in the wide frequency range of the waves which 

cient accuracy. are corresponding to the practical use. 

5. Conc1usion 

The main conclusions on the effectiveness of applying 

the Neural Network model to the rolling motion of the 

small fishing vessels are summarized as follows. 

(1) For the optimum construction of the rolling response 

model. the activate function f(Y}j(t)) should use a sig-
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和文要旨

清*1 

司*1 

小型漁船は構造上大型の船舶に比べ耐航性能が悪く，また船型の特徴から横揺れ運動において強い非線形

応答を行うので，転覆や海水打ち込み等の横揺れ運動に関する安全性を考える上で波浪等の外力に対する船

体応答の動的構造を正確に推定することが不可欠である。しかし，一般に漁船は操業過程において短時間の

内に載荷状態が大きく変化するため，細かな条件設定を必要とする物理モデルを用いて横揺れ運動を正確に

予測することは困難な場合が多い。そこで，筆者等はニューラルネットワークモデルに着目し，小型漁船の

横揺れ運動への適用を行った。その結果，同モデルが波浪等の環境条件の変化する中で横揺れ応答の構造を

良〈捉え，予測精度から小型漁船の安全性推定に有効であることが判明した。
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